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Mr moo knives

Knife blocks take up too much space in the kitchen, but not the cool new Deglon Meeting - Nested Knife Set. Form truly complies with these luxurious stainless steel knives from designer Mia Schmallenbach that conveniently nest with each other to the stand, creating a seemingly unique stainless steel
block. This unique space-saving set of knives includes: a 3-1/4-inch knife, a 5-1/4-inch utility knife, an 8-inch chef's knife, an 8-3/4-inch cutter, and a matched stainless steel block. To remove each knife, simply press down near the tip of the blade and lift the knife by the handle. Expensive, but you'll
definitely get what you pay for. As an Amazon partner, I win with qualified purchases. This helps support the site. Thank you! As an Amazon partner, I win with qualified purchases. UNIQUE NESTED DESIGN. Great start of conversation for your kitchen. It can be positioned flat or upright for display.
Awesome gift idea for Christmas gift or birthday. Comes in boxed containers perfect for gift wrapping. Sure. Knives are made of safe food material. The bamboo stand is also food-safe material and has magnets to hold the knives in place so they can't leave the stand. The bamboo stand also has a hole in
the back to facilitate the removal of the knives. Quality. The knives are made of quality stain resistant stainless steel. You can dishwasher, but be sure not to leave it sitting in water for long periods of time. The knives are full of care to ensure that unwanted marks are not scratched or marked. knives are
also easy to sharpen. Warranty. 100% money back guarantee! If you have any problems with the product at all, you can return it and we will refund your money. The contact information is on the back of the packaging. 4-PIECE KNIFE SET. This set consists of a chef's knife, utility knife, matching knife and
a steak knife. also a magnetic bamboo stand that can be placed flat or upright for viewing. The set of nested 4-piece Mr Moos knives is a unique and noteworthy design. It will attract the attention of anyone who enters your kitchen and will be a great start to conversation. The set consists of 4 knives and a
magnetic bamboo support. The knives are made of 3cr14 stainless steel which is very rust resistant as long as it keeps them properly. They are dishwasher safe, although it is recommended to wash them by hand and dry immediately to keep them looking beautiful! Show more immagine non disponibile
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bamboo stand is also food-safe material and has magnets to hold the knives in place so they can't leave the stand. The bamboo stand also has a hole in the back to facilitate the removal of the knives. Quality. The knives are made of quality stain resistant stainless steel. You can dishwasher, but be sure
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